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Abstract

The performance of monopiles in cohesive soils is of great interest for future offshore wind

farm developments, particularly under the cyclic loads experienced in the ocean environment.

Clay behaviour during undrained cyclic loading is complex and involves the accumulation of

plastic strains, generation of excess pore-water pressures and degradation of initial stiffness. In

this paper, the cyclic performance of a laterally-loaded monopile in spatially variable clay is

investigated for the first time. A kinematic hardening constitutive model is used in a 3D finite

element analysis to capture the hysteretic stress-strain behaviour of the clay. The monopile is

installed in overconsolidated London Clay, which is present at several offshore wind farms in

the Thames Estuary. The finite element model is coupled with random field representations

of initial stiffness and clay structure. The statistical characterisation of the random fields was

undertaken considering parameter ranges observed in laboratory tests. Under one-way cyclic

loading, the monopile showed ratcheting behaviour, where pile rotation accumulates with in-

creasing numbers of load cycles. The cyclic secant stiffness also increased due to the generation

of negative excess pore-pressures in the clay. This behaviour occurred in both homogeneous and

spatially variable clay. The monopile was also subjected to an extreme dynamic event and the

soil response around the monopile showed increasing variability in stress-strain response and

generation of excess pore-water pressure over time as plastic strain accumulated. However, the

overall behaviour of the foundation was governed by a spatial average of the mobilised clay.

The range in monopile response demonstrates how the natural spatial variability of clay can

have a strong influence on monopile performance.
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1. Introduction1

Monopiles have proven to be an effective foundation for offshore wind turbines (OWTs)2

in waters of up to 35m depth and currently account for 81% of existing OWT foundations in3

Europe, including 70% of those installed in 2019 [53]. Figure 1 shows the main components4

of a monopile-supported OWT. Monopiles are stiff piles driven into the seabed and are typified5

by large diameters (>3m) and a length to diameter ratio of around 5. The offshore environment6

subjects monopiles to high numbers of load cycles during their lifetime and this cyclic loading7

can lead to permanent displacement and rotation of the pile. To maintain safe operation of8

the OWT, the monopile must be designed so that the rotation does not exceed a serviceability9

limit, for example 0.5o [15]. In addition, long-term cyclic loading may affect the stiffness of the10

foundation response and cause problematic resonance effects by shifting the natural frequency11

of the OWT. The latter effect is also influenced by the amount of damping provided by the12

foundation system [10], which is dependent upon the hysteretic response of the soil.13

Prediction of monopile performance under lateral cyclic loading is a difficult task and most14

research has focused on monopiles in sand. Several laboratory studies have used empirical rela-15

tionships to describe the development of rotation and stiffness, which generally evolve with the16

number of cycles according to a logarithmic function or power law [e.g. 37, 38, 41, 12, 31, 1].17

Although useful for initial design, such relationships do not describe the foundation behaviour18

in each cycle and how the hysteretic response and damping may change under loading. Cycle-19

by-cycle assessment of monopile behaviour requires more advanced analysis, with constitutive20

models capable of capturing the governing mechanisms. Houlsby et al. [29] introduced a21

hyperplasticity model for the general ratcheting response of a structure under cyclic loads, de-22

scribing the continuous accumulation of permanent deformations with number of cycles, and23

this was calibrated by Abadie et al. [2] for monopiles in dry sand. In saturated sands, coupled24

hydro-mechanical finite element (FE) analyses incorporating multi-surface plasticity models25

have shown that monopiles under cyclic loading can generate a partially drained response in the26

soil, with monopile performance influenced by transient pore pressure generation and dilative27

and contractive (liquefying) responses [4, 11].28

Monopile performance in cohesive soils is similarly complex and will become increasingly29

significant as offshore wind energy continues to expand into new regions around the world,30

including China, Japan, Taiwan, and the USA [25]. Several centrifuge testing programmes31

have been carried out in an attempt to better understand the cyclic behaviour of monopiles in32

clay [e.g 55, 34, 33]. These studies have shown that monopile response in clay is controlled by33
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the interaction of several physical phenomena including remoulding, the generation of excess34

pore water pressures and periods of reconsolidation over the long-term. However, there is still35

much uncertainty as to how monopiles will behave in heterogeneous natural clays in the field.36

Le et al. (2014) reported a case study of the Sheringham Shoal wind farm, characterized by37

two heavily overconsolidated clay strata (Bolders Bank and Swarte Bank formations) interbed-38

ded with a layer of dense sand. Both the undrained shear strength (su) and small-strain stiffness39

of the clay layers showed considerable variability, and the degradation of initial stiffness under40

monotonic and cyclic loading was an important factor in design. Research into the effect of spa-41

tial variability on monopiles in clay has so far focused on the undrained static lateral capacity42

in coupled random field-FE analyses, generally using linear elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive43

models [26, 16]. The effect of spatial variability on the cyclic performance of monopiles has44

received little attention. Depina et al. [13] used a stiffness degradation model, where stiffness45

reduces with cycle number according to an empirical law, combined with a random field of stiff-46

ness to investigate the influence of spatial variability on the cyclic performance of a monopile47

in dense sand through FE analysis. It was found that spatial variability could affect the accu-48

mulated displacement and rotation of the pile considerably. To date, no studies of monopile49

response under cyclic loading in spatially variable clay, capturing the governing mechanisms of50

the clay response through a suitably advanced constitutive model, have yet been made.51

In this paper, the cyclic behaviour of a laterally-loaded monopile in spatially variable London52

Clay will be investigated using 3D FE analysis. A kinematic hardening constitutive model is53

used to capture the nonlinear, hysteretic stress-strain behaviour of the clay under cyclic loading.54

The model is also capable of simulating the degradation of small-strain stiffness under increas-55

ing strain that is an important feature of clay behaviour around monopiles. Spatial variability56

is represented by random fields and the effect on monopile performance under cyclic loading is57

quantified by Monte Carlo simulation. The stress-strain behaviour of the clay and generation of58

excess pore water pressures are analysed to provide an insight into the mechanisms governing59

the monopile response. Both one-way cyclic loading, with different maximum intensities, and60

dynamic loading are considered to assess a range of realistic loading regimes.61

2. Constitutive model for London Clay62

2.1. Kinematic hardening model63

London Clay is a stiff, overconsolidated clay with behaviour characterised by a natural struc-64

ture. The term structure is used to describe the microscale particle arrangement (soil fabric)65
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Figure 1: Monopile foundation for an offshore wind turbine. SWL = Still Water Level.

and non-frictional bonding between particles that lead to an increased intact shear strength and66

brittle response [22]. In the context of monopile foundations, London Clay holds interest as67

it is present in the Thames Estuary where the London Array and Kentish Flats wind farms are68

located.69

In this study, the clay is simulated using the RMW (Rouainia-Muir Wood) model [47], a70

multi-surface effective stress model based on the critical state framework. The formulation71

is apt for modelling both the natural structure of London Clay and the hysteretic stress-strain72

behaviour under dynamic or cyclic loads. The RMW model extends the classic Modified Cam73

Clay (MCC) [48] model by including an outer surface to account for the effect of structure on74

the mechanical response of a soil. The structure surface collapses towards the MCC reference75

surface, which describes the behaviour of fully remoulded material, while the elastic domain is76

enclosed in a kinematic hardening bubble that moves inside the structure surface. The initial77

structure is defined by the parameter r0, which represents the ratio of structure surface size to78

reference surface size (r0 ≥ 1). Structure degradation is modelled by a damage law, which is79

written in incremental form as:80
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ṙ =
−k(r−1)
λ ∗−κ∗

ε̇d (1)

where r is the current structure in the soil. The damage law is a monotonically decreasing81

function of a damage strain, ε̇d . The parameter k controls the rate of structure degradation,82

while λ ∗ and κ∗ are respectively the slope of the normal compression line and swelling line in83

a logarithmic specific volume-logarithmic mean stress plot. Damage strain is calculated from84

the volumetric (ε p
v ) and shear (ε p

q ) components of plastic strain as follows:85

ε̇d =
[
(1−A)(ε p

v )
2 +A(ε p

q )
2]1/2 (2)

where A is a dimensionless parameter that determines the relative contributions of ε
p
v and ε

p
q to86

the damage strain.87

Degradation of stiffness is captured through a bounding surface relationship, with stiffness88

dependent on the distance between the kinematic hardening bubble and structure surface. The89

combination of bounding surface plasticity and kinematic hardening is well-suited to capturing90

both the hysteretic response of clays during a load cycle and the degradation of stiffness under91

repeated cycles. This was demonstrated by Elia and Rouainia [19] through an extensive vali-92

dation of the RMW model against a range of undrained cyclic laboratory tests on natural and93

remoulded clays.94

The initial stiffness, G0, is described using a nonlinear elastic formulation by Viggiani and95

Atkinson [51]:96

G0

p′r
= Ag

(
p′

p′r

)ng

Rmg
0 (3)

where p′ is the mean effective pressure with a reference value p′r of 1kPa, R0 is the isotropic97

overconsolidation ratio (R0 = 2Pc/p′ with Pc the centre of the reference surface) and Ag, ng and98

mg are dimensionless stiffness parameters that can be related to the plasticity index [51].99

For analysis of boundary value problems, the RMW model has been implemented into finite100

element procedures by an explicit stress integration scheme [56]. The model has been success-101

fully used to analyse a range of static geotechnical problems [e.g. 43, 7]. Charlton and Rouainia102

[8] recently implemented the model into a probabilistic framework to analyse the effect of the103

spatial variability of clay structure on the uplift capacity of a buried subsea pipeline. Dynamic104
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Table 1: Calibrated RMW parameters for London Clay. Shading indicates random parameters in the current study.

Slope of normal compression line, λ ∗ 0.0965
Slope of swelling line, κ∗ 0.0459
Critical state stress ratio, M 0.85
Ratio of size of bubble and reference surface, R 0.016
Stiffness interpolation parameter, B 4.0
Stiffness interpolation exponent, ψ 6.0
Initial degree of structure, r0 2.5 (µr0)
Destructuration strain parameter, A 0.75
Destructuration parameter, k 1.0
Non-dimensional stiffness parameter, Ag 430 (µAg)
Non-dimensional stiffness parameter, ng 0.87
Non-dimensional stiffness parameter, mg 0.28

applications have involved simulating the response of shallow foundations, embankments and105

tunnels to seismic loads [17, 18, 5].106

2.2. Calibrated parameters107

The RMW parameters were calibrated for London Clay by Gonzàlez et al. [23]. The calibra-108

tion was based on extensive laboratory characterisation presented by Gasparre [20] and Hight109

et al. [27]. The lithological unit B2(a) has been considered in this study and the model param-110

eters are given in Table 1. The experimental measurements of small-strain stiffness collated by111

Gonzàlez et al.[23] showed such variability that two cases of Ag (low and high) were consid-112

ered, equal to 245 and 615 for low and high stiffness respectively. The overconsolidation ratio113

was calibrated as 4.5. The clay has a bulk unit weight of 19kN/m3 and a critical state friction114

angle of 22◦; K0 was taken as 1.0. In this paper, both the initial degree of structure (r0) and the115

small-strain stiffness (Ag) are modelled as random fields to investigate the effect of variability116

in strength and stiffness on the performance of a monopile under lateral cyclic loading.117

3. The variability of London Clay118

3.1. Clay structure119

Considerable natural variability in undrained shear strength is a commonly observed feature120

of London Clay [28]. Stress-strain behaviour in undrained triaxial tests on samples from a range121

of lithological units have shown similar characteristics, namely strain-softening and dilatant122

behaviour [22]. Differences in peak strength are a result of variation in cementing, density and123

plasticity index in addition to fissures and discontinuities [23]. Using the RMW, this variability124
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can be captured through the degree of structure. Fig. 2 shows numerical and laboratory results125

of undrained triaxial compression tests on London Clay. A higher r0 results in a higher peak126

strength while the strain-softening behaviour remains. Each numerical prediction tends to the127

same remoulded strength at large strains as the parameters controlling the reference surface are128

unchanged. The calibrated value of r0 fits the experimental data satisfactorily but the figure129

shows how the clay response can vary.130
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Figure 2: RMW model predictions and laboratory data for undrained triaxial compression tests on London Clay:
(a) stress path; (b) stress-strain response. Laboratory data from Gasparre [20]; 26.5 = 26.5m sample depth, i =
isotropic consolidation, UC = undrained compression test.

The statistics of r0 were based on those of su, which is generally assumed to follow a log-131

normal PDF [32]. A shifted lognormal distribution was assumed for r0, with a lower bound132

equal to 1. The COV of r0 was chosen to be 0.3, based on the typical range of variability of133

su reported in the literature [44], with the mean being equal to the calibrated value (µr0=2.5).134

The COV is a slightly lower value than found by Le et al. [35] at Sheringham Shoal for several135

clay layers (COVsu = 0.49-0.6), but only a limited number of tests were available at that site. A136

square exponential autocorrelation function was assumed, again based on field data of su [30],137

and the autocorrelation distances in horizontal and vertical directions were taken to be 10m and138

1m respectively, which is characteristic of many soil parameters [44].139

The suitability of these assumptions is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows a profile of r0 with140

depth at Heathrow T5. The laboratory estimates of r0 are based on oedometric results [21], and141

show the maximum and minimum values at a range of depths. The random field realisation142

captures the natural fluctuation of clay structure in the soil mass. It should be noted that clay143

structure was not observed to follow an increasing trend with depth [23], and so µr0 is constant.144
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Figure 3: Profile of r0 with depth showing laboratory data from Heathrow T5 site (replotted from [23]); data from
references therein) and random field realisation.

3.2. Small-strain stiffness145

Small-strain stiffness is particularly important for OWT foundations. The initial shear mod-146

ulus, G0, of the soil influences the natural frequency of the structure and its performance at147

the fatigue and serviceability limit states. The degradation of G0 due to environmental loading148

also must be known to avoid resonance with the excitation frequencies and keep accumulated149

rotation within the specified limit. Le et al. [35] found that the overconsolidated clays at the150

Sheringham Shoal offshore wind farm showed high to very high small-strain stiffness and sig-151

nificant stiffness degradation under both monotonic and cyclic loads, and this was identified as152

a particularly important design issue. Both the small-strain stiffness and degradation behaviour153

showed a high variability (e.g. COVG0= 0.37-0.67).154

The small-strain stiffness behaviour of London Clay has been characterised in studies by155

Hight et al. [28], Gasparre [20], and Hight et al. [27]. The data is summarised in Fig. 4 in156

terms of the undrained secant elastic modulus Eu,sec normalised by the initial mean effective157

stress p′0. The experimental bounds show that at very small strains (10−5 to 10−4), a large range158

of stiffness values were recorded, indicating the uncertainty associated with the initial stiffness.159
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The width of the bounds becomes much narrower at larger strains. The variability of small-160

strain stiffness and its degradation with strain is represented by modelling the RMW parameter161

Ag as a random field. A lognormal distribution is chosen to ensure Ag takes positive values.162

Based on an average of the high and low stiffness cases considered by Gonzàlez et al. [23], µAg163

= 430. The COV of Ag and G0 are equivalent by way of Eq. 3; COVAg is therefore taken as 0.4,164

which fits into the range identified at Sheringham Shoal.165

Figure 4: Stiffness degradation of London Clay in undrained triaxial compression tests. Numerical simulations
undertaken with r0 = 2.5 unless otherwise stated.

Fig. 4 also shows how the variability in stiffness degradation is captured. The solid blue166

lines show the stiffness degradation curves for the mean value of Ag (µAg) and the 5% and167

95% quantiles, denoted Ag,0.05 and Ag,0.95 respectively, when r0 = µr0 = 2.5. The dark shaded168

area between the Ag,0.05 and Ag,0.95 curves on Figure 4 therefore covers 90% of the stiffness169

degradation behaviour, conditional on r0 = 2.5. Experimental studies have observed that struc-170

ture and small-strain stiffness are related, with natural clay having a higher initial stiffness and171

showing a more rapid stiffness degradation with strain than remoulded soil [e.g. 6]. This be-172

haviour is illustrated in Fig. 4, where degradation curves corresponding to {Ag,0.95,r0 = 1.5}173

and {Ag,0.05,r0 = 4.0} are shown. When r0 is lower, stiffness degradation does not occur as174

quickly, while a faster decay is observed for a higher r0. The two examples represent extreme175
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cases, but also show that the experimental bounds can be sufficiently covered at small strains.176

Experimental data suggests a strong positive correlation between clay structure and small-strain177

stiffness [6, 50]. To model this dependency, the random field of Ag was assumed to have the178

same autocorrelation structure as r0 and the two fields are assigned a cross-correlation of ρr0Ag179

= 0.8.180

4. Computational framework181

4.1. Finite element model182

A 3D FE model was constructed in PLAXIS 3D AE [45] to investigate the effect of lateral183

cyclic loading on a monopile in spatially variable London Clay. Further information on the184

modelling of monopiles in PLAXIS 3D may be found in [46]. The monopile was based on185

centrifuge tests carried out by Lau [34], where a pile with a diameter of 3.8m and an embed-186

ded length of 20m (in prototype scale) was considered. The model pile was constructed from187

aluminium (E = 70GPa, ρ = 2700kg/m3) to ensure that the bending stiffness and mass were188

representative of a steel pile with a typical ∼56mm wall thickness.189

The FE mesh is shown in Fig. 5, consisting of 14955 10-node tetrahedral elements. The190

monopile is modelled by a block of linear elastic material, with bending stiffness and unit191

weight equivalent to the aluminium pile. Only half of the pile is modelled in order to minimise192

computational time and installation effects are ignored, with the monopile being wished-in-193

place at the start of each simulation. Standard fixities are applied: the base of the model is194

fully fixed while the lateral boundaries are fixed in the normal direction. All boundaries are195

sufficiently distant such that boundary effects on the monopile behaviour are avoided. A lateral196

load was applied at the still water level, 30m above the mudline.197

Soil-structure interaction is modelled through interface elements between the elastic block198

of the pile and the clay. The pile-soil interface strength is reduced by considering an effective199

friction angle, φ ′, of 14◦, which is two-thirds that of the intact clay. Undrained conditions apply200

for all simulations.201

The characteristics of the cyclic loading can be described by two parameters, ζb and ζc,202

introduced by LeBlanc [36] to describe respectively the magnitude of the cyclic load and the203

extent of load reversal. Since the analyses are load-controlled, the parameters are defined in204

terms of the applied force as follows:205
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Figure 5: Finite element mesh.

ζb =
Fmax

FR
(4)

ζc =
Fmin

Fmax
(5)

where FR is the static capacity and Fmin and Fmax are the maximum and minimum load ap-206

plied in each cycle, respectively. In this paper, one-way load cycles are considered (ζc = 0)207

in addition to a dynamic load of irregular two-way load cycles. Three one-way load cycles of208

different magnitude were applied to assess performance at both the fatigue (ζb = 0.18, 0.25) and209

serviceability limit states (ζb = 0.47) [38]. The one-way cyclic loads were applied through a210

dynamic sinusoidal force with a frequency of 0.2Hz, imposed at the top of the pile. Viscous lat-211

eral boundaries were used to absorb outgoing energy in dynamic analyses. The static capacity212

in the deterministic case, where both r0 and Ag are equal to their mean values and homogeneous213

across the soil domain, was determined to be 4.66MN during a pushover test.214

4.2. Monte Carlo simulation215

Monte Carlo simulation was used to assess the effect of the spatial variability of clay structure216

and small-strain stiffness on the response of the monopile. The computational framework is217
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summarised in Figure 6. The random fields were generated on a 3D stochastic mesh before218

being linearly interpolated to the integration points of the FE model for computation of the219

monopile response under cyclic loading. From a set of N simulations, the response variability220

can be quantified.221

The lognormal distribution is parametrised by α and β , respectively the mean and standard222

deviation of the logarithm of the random variable. The shifted lognormal distribution has an223

additional parameter, δ , to specify the lower bound. The random fields of r0 and Ag were224

therefore generated as follows:225

r0(x,y,z) = δr0 + exp
[
αr0 +βr0Gr0(x,y,z)

]
(6)

Ag(x,y,z) = exp
[
αAg +βAgGAg(x,y,z)

]
(7)

where Gr0 and GAg are correlated standard Gaussian random fields of zero mean and unit vari-226

ance. A series expansion method [39] was used to simulate the random fields, which were227

cross-correlated following Vořechovský [52].228

The spacing of the grid points in the stochastic mesh was less than Lc/2 in x−,y−, and229

z−directions, where Lc is the corresponding autocorrelation distance; this has been shown to be230

a suitable criterion for the square exponential function by Sudret and Der Kiureghian [49]. The231

stochastic mesh was also extended 1m beyond the FE mesh.232

5. Results and discussion233

5.1. One-way cyclic loading234

Due to the computational demands of a highly-nonlinear constitutive model coupled with235

complex loading and soil-structure interaction, the number of applied one-way load cycles was236

limited to 50. Response statistics were obtained from 100 Monte Carlo simulations. Example237

random field realisations are shown in Figure 7.238

The lateral displacement along the monopile after 50 load cycles is shown in Figure 8. The239

displacement that occurs in the deterministic analysis is shown for reference. The displacement240

mechanism is similar in both spatially variable and homogeneous clay; the monopile behaves241

rigidly and rotates around a point at depth ∼75% of the embedded length. The Monte Carlo242
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Figure 6: Computational framework for Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 7: Random field realisations of (a) r0 and (b) Ag.
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simulations show that the greatest range in pile displacement occurs at the mudline, while the243

centre of rotation remains essentially unchanged in all cases.244
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Figure 8: Lateral displacement of the monopile after 50 load cycles, with 100 simulations in spatially variable clay
and the deterministic case. (a) ζb = 0.18, (b) ζb = 0.25, and (c) ζb = 0.47.

Fig. 9 shows the bending moment-rotation behaviour at the mudline. In the deterministic245

analysis, the pile rotation does not return to zero as the load is released. Instead, nonlinear246

hysteresis loops form with energy dissipated during the load cycle. With continuing cycles of247

loading-unloading the pile experiences increasing rotation, or ratcheting. The rate of rotation248

accumulation consistently decreases in each cycle in an attenuation mechanism. Shakedown,249

where the monopile ultimately reaches an elastic state with constant displacement, does not250

occur in the number of cycles observed in this study. Ratcheting occurs at each loading intensity,251

with rotation accumulating at a faster rate as the size of the cyclic load increases.252

In spatially variable clay, the general behaviour follows that observed in the deterministic253

analysis, with hysteresis loops forming that tighten with increasing numbers of load cycles.254

However, the rotation that occurs in each cycle can vary due to the changing spatial distribution255

of small-strain stiffness and clay structure around the monopile.256

The accumulated rotation can be normalised as ∆θN/θ1, where ∆θN = θN−θ1. The maximum257

rotation in the first cycle (θ1) is equivalent to the static rotation and θN is the maximum rotation258

in cycle N. The normalised accumulated rotation is plotted in Figure 10, with the normalising259

factor θ1 updated for each simulation. After an initially rapid increase, the accumulated rotation260

increases linearly on a log− log scale. The spatial variability of the clay does not affect the trend261

of attenuation of the accumulated rotation with the number of load cycles.262

The variability in normalised rotation as a function of the number of cycles is shown in Fig.263
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Figure 9: Bending moment - rotation of the monopile at the mudline in spatially variable clay (100 simulations)
after 50 load cycles with (a) ζb = 0.18, (b) ζb = 0.25, and (c) ζb = 0.47.
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Figure 10: Normalised accumulated rotation at the mudline in spatially variable clay.
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11, where 95% confidence intervals are computed by bootstrap resampling. After an initial264

reduction, the COV remains fairly constant with increasing cycles at ζb = 0.18 and 0.25, while265

steadily reducing at ζb = 0.47. There is also a reduction in COV at ζb = 0.25 after 30 load266

cycles. The results indicate that the rate of attenuation in the accumulated rotational is relatively267

consistent for each simulation at a given intensity of cyclic loading (ζb).268
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Figure 11: Coefficient of variation (COV) of normalised rotation as a function of number of load cycles. 95%
confidence interval (CI) also shown.

The change in stiffness of the monopile response can be quantified by considering the cyclic269

secant stiffness, kc, which is defined, in a similar manner to Lau (2015), as:270

kc,i =
Mmax,i−Mmin,i

θmax,i−θmin,i
(8)

where Mmax,i is the maximum bending moment experienced during the i− th load cycle and271

Mmin,i is the minimum bending moment; θmax,i and θmin,i refer to the maximum and minimum272

rotations respectively.273

The cyclic secant stiffness is presented in Fig. 12. In the deterministic analysis, the monopile274

secant stiffness increases with the number of load cycles. Like the accumulated rotation, a rapid275

increase in secant stiffness initially occurs, followed by an attenuation of the rate of increase276

with each subsequent load cycle. An increase in foundation stiffness would lead to an increase277

in the natural frequency of the OWT-foundation system [e.g. 42], which is an important design278
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consideration. Cyclic secant stiffness is reduced as the intensity of cyclic loading increases due279

to more extensive development of plastic strains around the monopile.280
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Figure 12: Cyclic secant stiffness, kc, in spatially variable clay. (a) ζb = 0.18, (b) ζb = 0.25 and (c) ζb = 0.47.

The stiffening behaviour of the monopile apparently contradicts the degradation of initial281

stiffness under strain that is exhibited by London Clay but demonstrates the importance of282

excess pore-water pressures during the undrained cyclic loading of clays. Fig. 13 shows the283

results of an example deterministic simulation in which the monopile was subjected to 250 load284

cycles at ζb = 0.18. A zone of reduced pore-water pressure forms on both sides of the monopile285

due to the generation of negative excess pore-pressures, a result of the overconsolidated state of286

the clay. The increase in effective stress around the monopile serves to stiffen the response. For287
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this case, negative excess pore-water pressures are generated in a zone approximately 5D wide288

near the surface, narrowing to 1.5D at the pile toe.289

Figure 13: Pore-water pressure around the monopile after 250 load cycles with ζb = 0.18 (deterministic analysis).
SWL = Still Water Level.

Development of negative excess pore-water pressures leading to stiffening behaviour reflects290

the findings of Lau [34], who observed a similar pattern for one-way loading (i.e. ζc ≈ 0)291

during centrifuge testing in overconsolidated kaolin. Corciulo et al. [11] also found an in-292

crease in foundation stiffness (evident through an increase in the natural frequency) in coupled293

hydro-mechanical FE modelling of a monopile in a dilative sand, which at low permeabilities294

generated an undrained response and negative excess pore-water pressures under environmental295

loading.296

Much as for accumulated rotation, spatial variability does not affect the general trend of the297

monopile response, with stiffness increasing at each intensity of cyclic loading. However, there298

is initially a wide range in secant stiffness. As evident in Fig. 14, the COV of kc reduces with the299

number of cycles as the stiffness in spatially variable clay converges towards the deterministic300

value with increasing load cycles. The small increase in COV towards 50 cycles when ζb = 0.47301

is likely a result of minor numerical oscillation. The variability of monopile stiffness is higher302

under a smaller load, which was also the case for accumulated rotation; the practical implication303

is that there is most uncertainty associated with monopile performance at the fatigue limit state.304

This emphasises the importance of an adequate characterisation of small-strain stiffness and305
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stiffness degradation behaviour during offshore site investigations.306
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Figure 14: Pore-water pressure around the monopile after 250 load cycles with ζb = 0.18 (deterministic analysis).
SWL = Still Water Level.

5.2. Dynamic loading307

To assess the performance of the monopile under an extreme dynamic event, the loading308

record in Fig. 15 was applied. The time history consists of irregular load cycles of different309

magnitude and frequency and is representative of loading in a storm condition; considering310

Fmax and Fmin to be the maximum and minimum forces during the event, ζb and ζc are equal to311

0.44 and -0.68 respectively. Again, 100 Monte Carlo simulations are used to characterise the312

monopile response in spatially variable clay.313

Figure 16 shows the response of the monopile at the mudline. As evident in Fig. 16(a),314

a permanent rotation accumulates by the end of the time history. Fig. 16(b) illustrates the315

hysteresis loops that form during the load cycles, with the widest loops corresponding to the316

largest cycles. Again, the general behaviour in spatially variable clay is similar to that in the317

deterministic analysis. The greatest variability occurs at the peaks in the applied loading history.318

To further investigate the behaviour of the foundation under undrained dynamic loading, the319

soil response at a series of points around the monopile is inspected. The locations are shown in320

Fig. 17. The stress-strain response at each point is presented in Fig. 18. Near to the mudline,321

at a depth of 2m, there is a clear accumulation of displacement on both sides of the pile as322
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Figure 15: Loading time history.

significant plastic strains develop during each load cycle. The soil recovers only a small amount323

of strain in each load cycle, indicating the formation of a gap behind the monopile. The peak324

strength of the clay is mobilised at this depth, leading to widely separated hysteresis loops and325

strain-softening behaviour with a peak resistance occurring before the maximum shear stress in326

each load cycle reduces as natural structure is lost. The degradation of clay structure over time327

at Location 2 is plotted in Fig. 19(a). A rapid decrease in r occurs due to the development of328

large plastic strains and after 70s the clay is almost entirely remoulded (r ≈ 1). The variability329

of clay structure is evident in Fig. 19 and results in a large range of peak shear stresses sustained330

in the soil.331

The level of strain experienced midway down the monopile and at the pile toe, shown in Fig.332

18(c-d) and (e-f) respectively, is much lower than at the mudline. In Fig. 18(c), the stress-strain333

response shows hysteresis loops that are centred close to the origin. In contrast, at the pile toe334

the largest load cycles lead to the accumulation of significant permanent displacements as the335

induced strain is not entirely recovered upon load reversal. The plastic strains result in a loss of336

structure, as shown in Fig.19(b), but not severe remoulding as the strain level is not sufficient337

to mobilise the maximum shear strength of the soil. However, if subjected to more loading338

cycles over a long period of time the clay structure would continue to degrade as plastic strain339

accumulates.340
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Figure 16: Response of the monopile at the mudline: (a) rotation and (b) moment - rotation relationship.
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Figure 17: Location of inspection points around monopile.
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Figure 18: Shear stress - shear strain curves during dynamic loading at locations (a-b) near to the ground surface,
(c-d) mid-depth and (d-e) the pile toe.
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Figure 19: Degradation of clay structure over time (a) near to the mudline and (b) at the pile toe.
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The excess pore-water pressure predicted close to the mudline (Location 2) and at the pile341

toe (Location 6) is shown in Fig. 20. The development of plastic deformations leads to a342

general accumulation of negative excess pore-water pressures due to the overconsolidation of343

the clay, as observed under one-way cyclic loading. At both locations, positive excess pore-344

water pressures are generated in large load cycles when the loading direction is such that the soil345

is under compression. It is notable that variability in the excess pore-water pressure response346

increases over time despite the degradation of clay structure and initial stiffness with strain347

accumulation.348

Figure 20: Generation of excess pore-water pressure (pwp) over time (a) near to the mudline and (b) at the pile toe.

The analysis reveals that spatial variability is more influential at the level of a soil element349
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compared to its effect on the overall structural response (e.g. Fig. 16). A significant range of350

soil behaviour in terms of stress-strain response and development of excess pore-water pres-351

sures was observed at locations next to the soil-monopile interface at several depths. It can352

be concluded that monopile performance under lateral cyclic loading is governed by a spatial353

average of soil properties across the zone of influence. This confirms the advice given in DNV-354

OS-J101 [14, p.168]: A limit state may involve a large volume of soil and it is then governed355

by the spatial average of the soil property within that volume. The zone extends progressively356

into the soil mass with an increasing number of load cycles and its size is proportional to the357

size of the load. This is likely to contribute to the corresponding reductions in the variability358

of accumulated rotation and cyclic secant stiffness as longer shear planes have been observed359

to have a greater spatial averaging effect for other foundations in spatially variable clay [e.g.360

40, 9].361

6. Conclusions362

A study of monopile performance under lateral cyclic loading in spatially variable London363

Clay has been undertaken using 3D FE analysis. The soil was simulated using a multi-surface,364

kinematic hardening constitutive model able to capture various complex aspects of clay be-365

haviour under undrained cyclic loading including the degradation of shear stiffness, generation366

of excess pore-water pressures, and remoulding. In the field, soil conditions are heterogeneous367

and the spatial variability of London Clay was considered in the numerical analysis by coupling368

the FE model with random field representations of initial stiffness and clay structure (through369

the RMW parameters Ag and r0 respectively). The statistical characterisation of the random370

fields was undertaken considering parameter ranges observed in laboratory tests and Monte371

Carlo simulation was used to investigate the response of the monopile in spatially variable clay.372

The main conclusions are as follows:373

• Under one-way cyclic loading, the monopile exhibited ratcheting behaviour where pile374

rotation accumulates with increasing numbers of load cycles. The rate of rotation accu-375

mulation reduced with each load cycle.376

• The rotation that occurs in each cycle can vary due to the changing spatial distribution377

of small-strain stiffness and clay structure around the monopile. However, the results378

indicate that the rate of increase in permanent accumulated rotation is relatively consistent379

at a given intensity of cyclic loading.380
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• The monopile response stiffened under one-way cyclic loading, which can be attributed381

to the generation of negative excess pore water pressures around the monopile due to the382

overconsolidated state of the clay.383

• The hysteresis loops tightened with the number of cycles, indicating a reduction in foun-384

dation damping.385

• Under an extreme dynamic event, variability in the stress-strain response and excess pore-386

water pressure at a series of points around the monopile increased over time as plastic387

strain accumulated. The variability of the overall structural response was much less than388

at the soil element level, showing that the behaviour of the monopile is determined by a389

spatial average of the mobilised clay.390

The findings of this study are specific to the soil type, monopile dimensions and loading391

regimes that were modelled. Further research is needed to investigate the effect of factors392

such as overconsolidation ratio on the monopile response and gap development at the pile-soil393

interface. To assess cyclic behaviour in the long term, for example over a 20-year design life,394

periods of reconsolidation may occur that would alter the strength and stiffness of the soil. A395

critical state-based constitutive model, such as implemented in this study, would be well-suited396

to capturing these effects.397
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